
Finish

Banner finished size is 8-1/4” wide x about 8-1/2” tall (not including 
the top casing.) Your measurements may vary slightly.

CUT FABRIC
 Please note: This is for a general idea of how to sew a ban-
ner. Your measurements may vary. The important measurement 
to fit an 8” split bottom hanger is cutting the linen 9-3/4” wide, 
with the design centered.
 For the width of the linen, measure and cut 1-3/4” beyond 
the stitching on each side following the grain of fabric. This should 
make the linen 9-3/4” wide with the design centered. Measure and 
cut 1-3/4” down from the bottom row of stitching. Measure and 
cut 2-1/2” up from the top of the stitching. Cut the same size piece 
from light weight woven, fusible interfacing. Press your linen, right 
side down on your ironing board, align interfacing shiny side down 
and adjust linen until it’s exactly lined up with interfacing. Fuse fol-
lowing manufacturer’s directions. Allow to cool before moving.
 Cut a piece of coordinating lining fabric 7-3/4” wide by current 
height of linen. 

SEW
 All seam allowances are 1/4”. Right sides together, pin and sew 
linen to lining along one side seam. Press seam allowances toward 
lining. Pin and sew the other side seam, turn tube right side out 
and press seam allowances toward lining. The linen is larger than 
the lining. Lay the tube with lining side up on the ironing board, 
center lining and finger press sides so an equal amount of linen 
shows on each side. Check the front to be sure design is centered, 
adjust as needed, and press with iron.
 Turn the tube wrong side out, carefully fold sides of the 
pressed side edge, pin and sew linen to lining on bottom edge. To 
reduce bulk, clip corner seam allowances diagonally, turn right side 
out and neaten corners. Press from lining side so you can roll the 
seam to reveal just a bit of the linen. This prevents the lining from 
showing on the front.
 Test banner on holder and determine if any excess linen 
needs to be trimmed from top edge. About an inch and a quarter 
is turned to the back to form the casing. Make sure to trim linen 
perpendicular to side edges so it hangs straight. Serge or over-cast 
the top edge through both layers. Press casing to back and hand 
sew along the serged edge being careful to catch the lining fabric 
only.

HANG IT UP
 Gently slide stitching onto one leg of the split bottom hanger 
until it is past the opening. Slide the fabric onto the other leg and 
center it. (I actually insert the hanger before stitching the top cas-
ing to omit this step. Your choice!)

Enjoy!

BACK VIEW OF BANNER
 By cutting the linen larger than the lining, the side 
edges are more tidy with no chance of lining peaking 
out. This also gives you a fudge factor to get the design 
truly centered.
 When hand sewing the casing edge to the back 
of the banner, pin the sides in toward the center by 
a “smidge.” Ease the fullness across the width when 
pinning. To prevent stitches from showing on the front, 
hand stitch through both layers of serged edge, but only 
the lining layer beneath it.
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